JACKSON HOSPITAL & CLINIC, INC.
Practice Opportunity

JOB TITLE:
Location:
DATE WRITTEN:

Neurologist
Montgomery, AL
1/9/17

A Board Eligible or Board Certified Neurologist is needed to provide services in both the
inpatient and outpatient setting for one hospital. Opportunity will be employment by
Jackson Hospital & Clinic with a competitive base salary starting at $275k and
opportunity for quarterly RVU based production bonuses. First year guarantee salary
with future annual salary dependent on wRVU production. Signing bonus, relocation
expenses and student loan repayment offered. Benefits include a $3,000 CME allowance
per year. Individual health insurance, life, and disability provided with family coverage
and dental optional. Hospital-sponsored 403(b) retirement plan with partial match.
Opportunity for Income Guarantee arrangement in lieu of employment is available as
well.
Employment is affiliated with the Jackson Clinic, a 35 provider multi-specialty clinic
owned and operated by Jackson Hospital & Clinic, Inc. in Montgomery, AL. Jackson
Hospital & Clinic, Inc. is a 344 bed tertiary hospital providing a wide continuum of
inpatient services with a fully developed ambulatory service line on campus. Alabama’s
central region campus for Alabama College of Osteopathic Medicine (ACOM) is located
at Jackson Hospital. ACOM offers physicians paid preceptor opportunities. Jackson
Hospital is a Joint Commission accredited Stroke Center. For more information on the
organization, please visit www.jackson.org.
The City of Montgomery is the capital of Alabama and home to 210,000 residents. The
Montgomery metropolitan area, known as the River Region includes Autauga, Elmore,
Lowndes, and Montgomery counties with a population of 350,000. Montgomery has a
diverse economy comprising state government, healthcare, automotive manufacturing,
education (the city is home to eight colleges and universities), tourism, Maxwell Air
Force Base, the Gunter Annex and military contractors.
Montgomery's magnet public schools consistently rate among the best in the nation. The
city is a cultural haven with two professional dance companies, a symphony orchestra,
the world's sixth largest Shakespearean theater and the Montgomery Museum of Fine
Arts. Fine dining, diverse shopping, nationally recognized sporting activities including
Montgomery Biscuits AA baseball and the Raycom Camellia Bowl, and more than 60
city parks contribute to Montgomery's great quality of life. In 2014, USA Today readers
voted Montgomery the country's Best Historic City and the National Civic League
honored Montgomery as an All-America City.
Birmingham, Alabama, Atlanta, Georgia, many recreational lakes and the most beautiful
Gulf beaches in the U.S. are within easy driving distance of this modern, southern city.
Interested candidates must submit CV to
Hannah Chadee, Physician Relations Director
hannah.chadee@jackson.org

